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the ecls of students who use english as a second or other language (esol/osl) should
be closely monitored. an individualized approach with regular ecl testing should be
used, based on available student information and training experience. the english

language training of foreign language students, such as in foreign universities,
tends to be infrequent and irregular. the student’s academic performance, whether

in the military or civilian sector, can be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the language education provided. the student’s level of english proficiency, whether
general english language skills or the language skills required for a specific course

in the military, should be carefully monitored over the entire duration of the course.
applying the principles and guidelines set forth in this policy memo to ims training,

the same general policy discussed above for elt applies to the fot exemption
program. fot course programs at foreign institutions should be approved by

mildep/ccmd leadership at the dsca level, but foreign nations have the option to
nominate their own military representatives to consider the request. if approved by

dsca/mildep, the training program should then be coordinated with the dlielc to
ensure that there are adequate facilities at the fot host institution to handle an
increased number of students. fot agreements with host countries should be
reviewed every two years and updated. there should be no foreign language

exceptions in fot and opi training programs. in-country language exceptions may be
approved and established for opi/fot programs at foreign institutions, based on
language content of military instruction. generally, opi and fot programs are not
useful if they can only be offered in english. if the foreign language offering has

fewer than the necessary instructors required to teach the required courses in all
languages, or requires only unqualified instructors, the usg should not provide

financial support.
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a performance below 50 will result in a score of 0. in this case, the student will have to retake the
test, either at the test center of the sponsoring organization's choosing or at the test center that

conducted the original assessment. there is a cost per test of $195 per student. students are
required to submit a formal waiver request (wr) at the time of application for an exemption. the wr

must be submitted with the application to the sponsoring organization. this form is in pdf format. the
pdf version of the form contains a reference to the section that explains the required content of the

wr. the sponsor must pay the test center a non-refundable fee, which covers the cost of a test
certificate issued by the test center, as well as the cost of scoring. the sponsor must pay this fee in
full at the time of application for the exemption. the sco (the entity responsible for awarding opi)

must comply with the following: offer the required opi test to all opi candidates when requested by
the candidate, as long as the test is available. if the test is not available, the sco must determine

whether another test will meet the fot ecl requirement. issue a waiver to candidates who are
required to take an opi test (but not required to have an opi test) and fail to meet the minimum fot
ecl requirement. consider the opi waiver request the same as a waiver request for fot ecl. consider
the candidate's military service record when determining whether a waiver is appropriate. consider

the candidate's request and their previous training records and the time required for training and the
funding available for training, including the amount of time requested to achieve the fot ecl. consider

the sco's responsibility for ensuring that the ims achieves the required fot ecl. consider the impact
that the training waiver will have on the candidate and the sco. provide the candidate with a written
explanation of the reasons for the waiver. the explanation may include the following: time required
for training amount of time required to achieve ecl the funding available for training the impact that

the waiver will have on the candidate and the sco 5ec8ef588b
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